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1 Context

In national elections of October 2023 a software error in version 1.3.2.2 of the software prevented the

mixing and decryption of the votes on the week-end of October 21st.

Swiss Post issued a patch to solve the issue.

Objectif Sécurité was tasked to confirm that the change had no impact on the correctness of the results,

the secrecy of the votes or other requirements of the e-voting system set out in the Swiss ordinance on

e-voting.

2 Changes in the code

The code that was adapted is related to the control components. The corresponding executable file is

control-component-runnable.jar

The new version of the code is labelled 1.3.2.4 andwas published in the afternoon of october 21st 2023 on

Gitlab1.

Abuildceremonywascarriedoutandthehashesof the resultingexecutablewerealsopublishedonGitlab.

According to the protocol of the ceremony2, the SHA-256 hash of the new version is the following:

control-component-runnable.jar a3d1c230ed62bab284cb873266f59c53b37d5e667950746153884d35704bf020

This new version of the control component software was deployed in Swiss Post’s infrastructure for all

participating cantons (Basel, St-Gallen and Thurgau). No other elements of the systemwas redeployed.

The previous version that was deployed was v1.3.2.2. We studied the differences between the code of

v1.3.2.2 and v1.3.2.4 and found the following changes:

2.1 Code changes in the control component

Except for changes where the version was adapted (1.3.2.2 replaced by 1.3.2.4) there is one change in the

code of the control component:

Figure 1 Code changes in the control component
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The code introduces a new argument check in the MixDecrypt processor. It validates that the nodeId of

a newMixDecrypt payload is the same as the id of the node processing the request. This code is situated

in the onMessagemethod of the MixDecrypt processor, which is called when a newmessage arrives.

The code appears almost at the top of the method. The only code that appears before the check reads

the incoming bytes and casts them into a MixDecryptionOnlineRequestPayload object.

2.2 Code changes related to the authetication challenge

The new version of the code (v1.3.2.2.4) also contains changes in the voter portal, the voter client and the

voting server. These changes are related to the authentication challenge algorithm, which is used when

a voter submits a vote.

The new version of the voting client, portal and server has not been deployed. The changes in their code

thus has no impact on the software used formixing and decryption of the national elections on theweek-

end of October 21st.

2.3 Other changes in the code

The only other changes found in the code are related to changing the version number from 1.3.2.2 to

1.3.2.4.

3 Analysis and Conclusions

Without analysing the quality of the code orwhether the code actually fixes the issue that preventedmix-

ing and decryption, we can clearly see that it is executed before any operation is carried out on the votes

or any cryptographic material that are stored in the control component.

The only impact that the code can have is that some payloads would not be processed that would oth-

erwise have been processed. The same impact could also happen if a message was lost in transmission

before it reached the control components.

The trustmodel of the cryptographic protocol does not imply that the communication channels between

the control components are lossless. Lostmessages are already taken into account in proofs, audits and

other tests.

We thus conclude that the analysis and audits done on the previous code base are still valid after this

change. The only thing that could happen would be that a bug in this code would make mixing and de-

cryption impossible. It actually seems to be the opposite.
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